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POST-GREECE 
 

Lance Corporal A A Deans, 20th Battalion, 2NZEF 
Official War Artist 

 
 
Brief Personal Summary (from “sites.rootsweb.com › ~nzlscant › AA_Deans”): 

 
Austen was sent to . . . “a P.O.W. camp at Genshagen in Austria and later Stalag XXA, in Poland.  
(Archivist’s Note; - incorrect - other way round).  Supplies of painting material came through the Red 
Cross. He sent 120 of his paintings with an International Red Cross worker out of the POW camp and 
some of his works were exhibited in England, and some sent to his mother in Morven (at least 30 
including a self-portrait). At the end of the war, in the middle of Austria, Deans liberated himself from a 
POW camp with the help of a Maori POW who had appropriated a German army truck and with a bunch 
of their mates travelled through Switzerland to France for three or four days and had a good time. Deans 
was shipped back to England but had to wait six months to get back to New Zealand, while he gave 
evidence at the trial of a collaborator (see Stalag 3D below).” 
 
Stalag Life – A A Deans Biography (from Wikipedia):  
 
“When he recovered from his wounds, Deans was transferred to a POW camp at Toruń (Thorn) in 
occupied Poland. The trip there was arduous, travelling on cattle rail trucks, in a journey that took over two 
weeks. On arrival at the camp, Stalag XX-A, the POWs were put to work. Deans struggled initially, not 
accustomed to labouring after his prolonged period of medical treatment.  He soon injured himself and 
consequently would be placed on light duties.  As he had at Kokkinia, Deans soon found opportunities to 
express himself artistically at Stalag XX-A. Sourcing artist's materials through the Red Cross, he resumed 
doing portraits of POWs and as well as scenes of camp life. He was joined by O'Brien and Martin, once 
they had been transferred to the camp from Kokkinia.  

As an artist, his skills were in demand for forging documents to help with escape attempts.  Deans himself 
had the opportunity to get away from his captors but refrained from doing so; while on a work party 
outside of the camp, he slipped away from his guards but realised he was too attached to his painting 
portfolio back at Stalag XX-A to leave them behind. He made his way back to the work party without his 
absence being noticed.  Towards the end of 1943, Deans was transferred to a special POW camp in 
Germany, just outside of Berlin. Before his move, with the help of the Red Cross, he was able to arrange 
the shipping of half of his paintings to England.” 

 
Stalag XX-A (from Wikipedia):  
 

“Stalag XX-A was . . . not a single camp and contained as many as 20,000 men at its peak. The main 

camp was located in a complex of fifteen forts that surrounded the whole of the city. The forts had been 
built at the end of the 19th century to defend the western border of Kingdom of Prussia. 
 
In September 1939 some of the forts were used as POW camps for Polish prisoners, specifically those 
captured after the surrender of the Polish fort at Westerplatte at the mouth of the river Vistula and on 
the Hel Peninsula. In June 1940 additional forts were added to the camp to accommodate British soldiers. 
The first to arrive were 403 men from the Allied campaign in Norway. Later, about 4,500 arrived 
from Dunkirk and subsequently from the British 51st (Highland) Infantry Division captured at Saint-Valery-
en-Caux. In 1941 and 1942 Soviet prisoners arrived. At the peak there were about 10,000 prisoners at the 
camp. However, many of them were located in sub-camps. The camp was liberated on 1 February 1945 
by the Soviet Army. 
 
Sub-Camps 

In accordance with the Third Geneva Convention, POWs below the rank of Sergeant were required to 
work and were attached to Arbeitskommando ("labour units"). They were hired out to military and civilian 
contractors. In the case of farm work, this was often carried out on state farms. Sergeants and above 
could not be forced to work and if they did so were sent to non-working camps. Some of these sub-camps 
were not the traditional POW camps with barbed wire and guard towers but merely accommodation 
centres. Some camps were large and created for a particular project.  Austen may have spent some time 
in an ArbKdo in Graudenz.” 

https://sites.rootsweb.com/~nzlscant/AA_Deans.htm
https://sites.rootsweb.com/~nzlscant/AA_Deans.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toru%C5%84
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalag_XX-A
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalag
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toru%C5%84_Fortress
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kingdom_of_Prussia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westerplatte
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vistula
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hel_Peninsula
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allied_campaign_in_Norway
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunkirk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/51st_(Highland)_Infantry_Division
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint-Valery-en-Caux
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint-Valery-en-Caux
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_Army
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Geneva_Convention
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arbeitslager
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Entrance to one of the Stalag XX-A forts used to accommodate the PoWs 

 

 
Stalag 3-D (from Wikipedia): 
 
“Stalag III-D was a World War II German Army prisoner-of-war camp located in Berlin.  The camp was 
established on 14 August 1940 on the corner of Landweg and Osdorfer Straße in Berlin-Lichterfelde. The 
commandant and camp administration offices (Kommandantur) were later located at Belle-Alliance-Straße 
106-107, in Kreuzberg. With prisoners from Belgium, Great Britain, France, Yugoslavia, Soviet Union, 
Poland, USA, Italy and Czechoslovakia, the camp's maximum capacity was 58,000 men. Prisoners were 
mostly allocated to sub-camps (Zweiglager) and work details (Arbeitskommando) in and around the city. 
Their medical needs were provided by Reserve Lazarett ("Reserve Hospital") 119 at Neukölln and RL 128 
at Berlin-Biesdorf.  
 
Sub-Camps 
 
Prisoners of Stalag III-D were also housed in a number of sub-camps (Zweiglager), designated Stalag III-
D/Z:  

• Falkensee 

• Groß Schulzendorf, Zossen 

• Wutzetz, Friesack (closed late 1943) 

• Damm I, Friesack 

• Damm II, Friesack (closed late 1943) 

• Wustrau I, Neuruppin (closed late 1943) 

• Wustrau II, Neuruppin 

• Zietenhorst, near Wustrau (closed late 1943) 

• Kirchhain/Niederlausitz (transferred from Stalag III-B late 1944) 
 
 
Two further sub-camps; Stalag III-D/999 in Zehlendorf West, Berlin, and Stalag III-D/517 at 
Genshagen, Ludwigsfelde, were created in May–June 1943 as "Holiday Camps", offering better living 
conditions, and a steady diet of propaganda, in an attempt to persuade prisoners into joining the British 
Free Corps. The Germans particularly sought out former members and sympathizers of the British Union 
of Fascists, but the attempt was largely a failure with the unit never numbering more than about 30 men at 
any time. A small number of men from these camps also joined the staff of the Ministry of Propaganda, 
working for radio stations and magazines.  A similar camp at Friesack, designated Stalag XX-A (301), was 
established to recruit Irishmen serving in the British Army.” 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Army_(Wehrmacht)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kreuzberg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arbeitslager
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuk%C3%B6lln
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friesack_Camp
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A A Deans Biog again (from Wikipedia): 

Conditions at the new POW camp, at Genshagen, were much better. Nominally, the POWs were selected 
for the camp based on their good behaviour but Deans soon discovered that its actual purpose was to 
encourage the prisoners to enlist in the British Free Corps*. He stayed only a month before requesting a 
transfer to a camp in Austria that housed Australian and New Zealand POWs. A couple of his paintings 
from his time in Genshagen were given to another POW; these were sold to an art gallery in Christchurch 
in 1987 and are notable for their modernist traits**.  

*Recruited from dissident Allied PoWs to fight for Germany against against Russia. 

     

 
    This self-portrait was dated 1943         These diaphanous trees are of the same style as the  
        so could be from Genshagen  one behind Austen’s left shoulder in the self-portrait –  

 plus the huts look much more like a holiday camp 
 than a prisoner of war camp – Genshagen again? 
 

Deans was held in Austria at Stalag XVIII-A, near Wolfsberg for well over a year. By this time, the war in 
Europe was drawing to a close and conditions in the POW camp grew steadily harsher.  Despite this, 
Deans still painted and sketched and by early 1945 had accumulated a portfolio of nearly 300 works. 
When the camp's POWS were ordered to force march towards Germany (i.e. via Stalag XVIIIC at Markt 
Pongau), he packaged them up for the Red Cross to collect. The collection of art works were never 
retrieved and were lost. While on the march, the guards' attention to their charges declined and security 
became lax with the war all but over. With a group of others, Deans was able to make contact with 
American forces and made his way back to England. Before he could leave for New Zealand, he had to 
appear at the trial of Roy Courlander, a New Zealander who had joined the British Free Corps. Once this 
was complete, he departed England aboard the SS Mooltan on 2 December 1945, arriving back in New 
Zealand by the end of the year.  

 

HMT Mooltan 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genshagen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Free_Corps
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalag_XVIII-A
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolfsberg,_Carinthia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roy_Courlander
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From Ian Brown’s “Stalag 18A” website: 

Work Camp 785 GW 
 

Location: Weissenbach an der Enns 
Type of work: Paper Mill 
Man of Confidence: Sgt F Collins 
Number of Men: 59 approx. 
 

 

Known to be present 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

D Allary Pte RASC 2427   

H.W. Arden Pte RASC 2315   

Fred Baines Spr RE 5801 also 2056/L 

A Barlow Sgmn R Sigs 5850 also 2056/L 

Sidney Albert Biffin Spr RE 2449   

George C Bradbury Spr RE 5876 capt'd Crete; also 2056/L 

Bertram Brown Pte 2NZEF 4010 New Zealand 

A.M. Cassidy L/Cpl R Sigs 587   

D Christie Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3670 Australia 

John Cobb  India    

Fred Collins L/Sgt RAOC 2326   

A Comes      

Max A Crang Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 7479 Australia 

G Davies      

Taffy Dennis Spr RE 5792 possible 

A Dobson      

Joe Dooler    Leeds 

George Dutton  RAOC 5903?   

Doug R. Elliot Pte 
1 Cps Supp 

Clm 
4042 Australia 

G (Jock) Findlay Pte RASC 2316   

G Fraser Pte Bk. Watch 2345   

E.A. Garner Dvr RASC 2329   

Albert Gibb      

W.P. (Ginger) Greatrex Spr RE 5766 also 1107/L 

Norman Hodgetts Gnr 2/3 Fd. Rg. 5851 Australia; also 2056/L 

Ern J.G. Hodson RQMS RA 5896 also 2056/L 

T (Yorkie) Holden Dvr RE 5786   

http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc1107L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
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Ernest Holley L/Bdr RA 5881 also 2056/L 

Ernie Jacks Dvr R Sigs 5639 also 2056/L 

G Jackson  NZ    

Mark A Jenner Gnr RA 5828 also 2056/L 

W (Bill) Jones Tpr RAC 5787 3RTR 

Arthur T Kingsbury Tpr RAC 1938   

C Lea  RASC    

H Marshall L/Cpl RAC 8120   

A Matthews Dvr RASC 7616   

I McPherson      

C Parker  RAC    

Edgar Parry Pte RAVC 2343 also 2056/L 

Ronald Peters Pte 21 Bn. 4124 New Zealand 

W Pirini Pte 2NZEF 5857 New Zealand; also 2056/L 

A.S. Pitcher Dvr RASC 2453   

C R Pratt Dvr RASC 5862 also 2056/L 

Ron Reed      

Walter Robson Tpr RAC 2589 Derbyshire; transferred to Stalag 344 

George Rutter Spr RE 5581 also 2056/L 

Eric Salmon Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3527 Australia 

David George Smith Spr RE 5696   

Clarry Stanley Pte HQ Gd. Bn. 3807 Australia 

A E Start Dvr RASC 2311   

Anthony Strettles Sgmn 6 Div. Sigs. 3811 Australia; died 27.2.43; also 11041/GW 

Reggie Swayne  RASC    

R Thomas Pte 2/4 Inf. Bn. 4018 Australia 

Tony Vella Spr RE 5702 Turkey; also 2056/L 

W (Nellie) Wallis Dvr RASC 2438   

Percy Webber Pte RAVC 2638   

Elvet Williams Pte Welch 5841 Wales; also 2056/L 

Perce Williams Spr RE 2948 possible 

Jack Worsnop Dvr RASC 2299   

George Yates Marine RM    

T Zantuck Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3681 Australia 

 

 

 

 

Autumn 1942 Spring, 1943 Spring 1944 

 

 

 

RASC group Colonial group Nov '42 group 

 

 
 

Autumn 1943 Birmingham group Birmingham group 

 

 

 

Room 4, Summer 1943   Room group 

http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/graves.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11041gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins17.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins20.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/bradbury/bradbury3.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/bradbury/bradbury2.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/bradbury/bradbury7.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins14.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins15.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins16.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins18.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins39.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins19.jpg
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George Bradbury I McPherson M A Crang 

   

Duff Cooper Ernie Jacks Jock 

 
 

 

Ozzy Jack Worsnop Baines & Rutter 

 

 

 

Manchester group, 1943 RAOC group, 1943 Room 2, 1943 

 

 

 

Mark Jenner & Lager cat Joe Dooler Percy & Yorky 

  

 

  

  Weissenbach 1984   

Theatre 

 

  

http://www.stalag18a.org/bradbury/gcbradbury.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/bradbury/bradbury9.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/bradbury/macrang.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins12.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins13.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins10.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins11.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins06.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/buckingham/buckingham11.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins09.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/bradbury/bradbury14.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins23.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins24.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins25.jpg
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A fatal crash 

On the night of 20th August, 1944, a bomber of the South African Air Force crashed near to the Work 
Camp. All of the crew were killed. They were buried by the POWs from the camp. 

                              

Thanks to Gill Bradbury, daughter of George Bradbury and John Collins, son of Fred Collins, for the 
names and pictures.) 

From 'Arbeitskommando' by Elvet Williams. 

“Weissenbach a.d.Enns already had a British POW camp. Its inmates had been absorbed into the village 
work-force, and that work-force lived on and for the paper mill. The mill straddled the village between road 
and stream. Timber stacks occupied more ground than the mill itself. The huge stacks kept the prison 
camp, sited on the narrower back road, out of sight of main village life. 

The camp consisted of only one building. It also bordered a road, whilst its compound contained a narrow 
useless area, enclosed by barbed wire on all four sides. 

The entrance door of the building opened straight into a dining room or common room extending the width 
of the hut. At the far end an identically situated door led down several steps into the compound stretched 
along the bank of the stream but separated from it by barbed wire. From the right of the common room a 
central corridor passed along the longer end of the building, with doors opening on either side into small 
barrack rooms, each with four double bunks. On the left, the common room showed three doors. The first 
was the entrance to the guards quarters, which meant that all their comings and goings had to be an 
intrusion into common room activities. The second door had two different padlocks with two different keys, 
one held by the Germans, the other by the British, and belonged to a small room used as a parcel store. 
The third door, against the further wall, took one into a short corridor lined on both sides with zinc troughs 
serving as wash basins and equipped with taps for cold water. the corridor led through another door into 
the Big Room, a dormitory spanning the width of the hut. 

The casement-pattern windows opened outwards for air, but not for short cuts, since strong iron bars were 
set into the frames. The only stove in the prisoners' quarters squatted in the middle of the common room, 
ensuring that most off-work hours would be spent away from the bunks. The great attraction of the stove 
lay not so much in the amount of heat it threw out to warm the room, but in its versatility, attributable to its 
large area of hot plate and its rear oven." 

http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins26.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins21.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins22.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins27.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins28.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins31.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins32.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins33.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins34.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins47.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collins/collins48.jpg
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The following account and photographs were sent to me by Richard Schlager, an Austrian from Vienna, 
who was born in Weissenbach and lived there as a child. 

Tuesday 8 May 1945 

The day on which the Second World War officially ended, was one of the most eventful in the whole war in 
this little Steier village on the borders of Oberosterreich. 

According to the eye-witness accounts of my grandmother (at the time 32 years old) and my mother (13 
years old), tragedies and dramas were played out in the village and surroundings which will be described 
briefly below. 

To set the scene, an English POW camp had been set up in Weissenbach. The barracks included living 
accommodation, a cook house (the former "40's" house which served as living accommodation for our 
family in the 1960s) and the wash-house (the wash/cook house was in use up to the break-up of the 
settlement in the 1980s). The settlement lay close to the former Cellulose factory, opposite the woodpile. 

Early Morning 

The existence of the POW camp was probably known to the English soldiers who were advancing from 
the South, because on 8th May 1945, at 8 o'clock in the morning the community offices in Weissenbach 
on the Enns were filled with English soldiers. These soldiers looked as though they had spent the night of 
7th/8th May on a "straw camp" which my grandmother, who worked in the council offices, and who 
amongst other things was responsible for the "Fleischbeschau" (Meat Inspector) immediately noticed, as 
the "straw camp" had not been there the day before. As the Town Mayor, Mr Delmonte, contrary to his 
normal habits, was not yet in his office, all the other town officials went back home as well. 

The End: The Jaksche Family 

The mayor was at the time at the community doctor Dr.Jaksche's surgery. A tragedy had taken place 
there the night before. The community doctor, an ardent Nazi, had exterminated his whole family. First his 
two older sons had to shoot themselves, and then Dr.Jaksche shot his three younger children, his wife 
and himself. 

The Russians are coming 

When the Mayor came back to the community offices from the doctor's, a Russian officer arrived there 
coming from the direction of Altenmarkt. 

The conversation between the officer and Mayor Delmonte according to my grandmother, was about lines 
of demarcation, that had been set up in the middle of the Enns, and the advance or rather the non-
advance of Russian troops due to the fact that in the town an English POW camp existed and that 
American troops had already advanced as far as Buchauersattel (about 10km father in the direction of St. 
Gallen.) 

Following this conversation, the Russian officer went back to Altenmarkt. This remained the only visit of a 
Russian soldier to Weissenbach. 

The town of Altenmarkt remained occupied by Russians for a considerable time. During this time there 
were stories of many rapes (the cries of the women could be heard across the Enns). 

Get the Americans... 

For the locals, the visit of the Russian officer led to a fear that Russian troops could occupy the town. 

In order to avoid this, some locals drove with several English POWs through St. Gallen to Buchauersattel 
to persuade the American troops to move as quickly as possible in order to reach Weissenbach. The 
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American troops had however got stuck in a huge engagement with the retreating German army in 
Buchauersattel. 

According to the accounts the American troops immediately drove with Jeeps and lorries to Weissenbach 
and together with the British soldiers who had arrived the night before, carried out negotiations with the 
locals. 

The Train 

A Reich's train from Hungary with so-called "Jewish goods" had been standing at the station in 
Weissenbach for weeks guarded by the Volkssturm. On the 8th May however, the train was plundered, 
with most of the locals (mainly older men, women and children) taking part. 

According to the accounts there were some grotesque scenes where two women would fight over a shoe, 
as each wanted to have a complete pair. In the train there were rolls of cloth, shoes, clothes, tinned foods, 
medical instruments and every type of household article. According to my mother, former English POWs 
had themselves made suits ("Steier suits") out of the material and it was possible to see locals with suits 
made from the plunder of the 8th May 1945 right up to the 1990s. 

 

The camp stretched from No.112 to No.117. The Cookhouse was No.114 and the 
Wash-house, No.115 
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After the war, this camp was used by the factory as homes for the employees. 
No.114 was my home from 1958 until 1975 

. 
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The mountainous background and the spacious 
distribution of the buildings of this Austen Deans 
landscape might be depicting farmsteads in the 

rural village of Weissenbach an der Enns 
and possibly even the paper mill as well 

 
 

 


